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Abstract Soft protons constitute an important source of background in fo-
cusing X-ray telescopes, as Chandra and XMM-Newton experience has shown.
The optics in fact transmit them to the focal plane with efficiency similar to
the X-ray photon one. This effect is a good opportunity to study the envi-
ronment of the Earth magnetosphere crossed by the X-ray satellite orbits,
provided that we can link the spectra detected by the instruments with the
ones impacting on the optics. For X-ray photons this link has the form of the
so-called response matrix that includes the optics effective area and the energy
redistribution in the detectors.

Here we present a first attempt to produce a proton response matrix ex-
ploiting ray-tracing and GEANT4 simulations with the final aim to be able
to analyse XMM-Newton soft protons data and link them to the external en-
vironment. If the procedure is found to be reliable, it can be applied to any
future X-ray missions to predict the soft particles spectra impacting on the
focal plane instruments.
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1 Introduction

The X-ray telescope capability of focusing protons with energies lower that a
few hundreds keV was discovered just after Chandra X-ray observatory (Weis-
skopf et al. 2002) launch, when a rapid degradation of the front illuminated
CCDs at the focal plane of the Wolter 1 telescope occurred (Lo and Srour
2003). The damages were caused by protons populating the radiation belts
of the Earth magnetosphere crossed by the telescope during the perigee pas-
sage. XMM-Newton (Jansen et al. 2001) is exposed to the same risks being
operated in a similar orbit but, in this case, instruments has been protected
since the mission’s start closing the filter wheel during the perigee passage
and switching-off the detectors in case of intense solar activity. Soft proton
contamination is observed also out of the radiation belts in form of flaring
events during which the background rate can reach up to thousand times the
quiescent level. These flares affect about 30-40% of the observing time and can
last from hundreds of seconds to hours.

However, even if this effect degrades the telescope performances in observ-
ing X-ray sources, it could be a good opportunity to study the environment
of the Earth magnetosphere crossed by the satellite orbits. The key in using
the X-ray telescope as proton telescope is the capability in linking the spectra
detected by the instruments with the ones impacting on the optics. This is pos-
sible by correctly modelling the physical processes involved in the interactions
with all elements of the telescope.

The standard X-ray data analysis uses XSPEC (Dorman and Arnaud 2001)
to obtain the spectrum emitted by the observed source from the detected one.
Using this tool requires a response matrix that includes the specific charac-
teristics of the instrument. In this paper, we present the simulations used to
build a first version of a MOS response matrix to protons and a simple test
on its validity, together with a discussion on some critical points still present
in the procedure.

2 Physics interactions

XMM-Newton carries three X-ray telescopes each composed by 58 Wolter I
grazing-incidence mirrors nested in a coaxial and cofocal configuration. The
mirror shells have very shallow grazing angles (∼30′) in order to reflect photons
up to 10 keV. Each telescope includes a baffle for visible and X-ray stray-light
suppression. The detector at the focal plane, the European Photon Imaging
Camera (EPIC), consists on three CCD cameras: two MOS (Metal Oxide
Semi-conductor) CCDs and one pn CCDs array.

The MOS is an array of front illuminated CCDs with a sensitive silicon
depth of 40 µm. The electrode has a complex structure. It is has a thinner layer
that covers about 40% of the area with a 0.1 µm silicon and 0.15 µm silicon
dioxide (open electrode); the normal electrodes that covers the other 60% of
the surface has a thickness of 0.3 µm silicon and 0.75 µm silicon dioxide. The
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MOS telescopes are equipped with a Reflection Grating Spectrometers (RGS)
that intercepts about half of the X-ray light deflecting it to an off-set detector;
photons imaging the MOS area (28.4′ diameter) are then 50% of the collected
ones.

EPIC detectors are protected from the background induced by IR, visible
and UV light with three optical blocking filters: the thin filter is made of
1600 Å polyimide film with 400 Å of aluminium evaporated on one side; the
medium filter has 800 Å of aluminium deposited on the same material as the
thin filter; and 1100 Å of aluminium and 450 Å of tin are evaporated on a
3300 Å polypropylene film for the thick filter.

The interaction of the protons with each single elements of the telescope is
driven by different phenomena mainly because of the incident angles involved:
the optics reflect protons coming at grazing incident angles, while the filter
and the CCDs receive protons with almost normal directions.

The model for the proton interaction with the coated surface of the optics
adopted in the production of the response matrix was derived by Remizovich
et al. (1980) solving the transport equation for a proton beam in the elastic
approximation. This model, valid for protons incident at small angles and
with negligible loss of energy, assumes a total reflection probability of 100%:
all incident particles are scattered. A beam with an incident polar angle ϑin
and zero azimuthal angle has a scattering probability given by the following
formula expressed in term of of the polar and azimuthal dimensionless variables
ψ and ξ:

W (ψ, ξ) =
1

12π ψ1/2

[
ω4

1 + ω2
+ ω3 arctanω

]
(1)

with

ω =

{
3ψ

ψ2 − ψ + 1 + (ξ/2)2

}1/2

(2)

where ψ is the output polar angle normalized to the incident angle (ψ =
ϑout/ϑin) and ξ the output azimuthal angle normalized to the polar incident
angle (ξ = ϕout/ϑin). The scattering probability W (ψ, ξ) is defined as the
ratio of the rate of particles reflected in a given direction from a unit area to
the rate of particles incident on the same area. Integrating Eq. 1 over ξ, the
formula published by Firsov (1967) is obtained:

W (ψ) =
3

2π

ψ3/2

1 + ψ3
(3)

Plots relative to the two functions are shown in the two panels of Fig. 2:
the maximum scattering probability is obtained at output angles equal to the
input ones.

The interactions with the filters and the CCD are treated through the
stopping power, that is the energy loss due to Coulomb excitation and ioniza-
tions of the electrons in the medium, derived within the Bethe’s theory (Bethe
1930). The processes are treated with Montecarlo methods using GEANT4
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Fig. 1 Distribution probability for the proton scattering angles after the interaction with
the optics. Top panel: Polar distribution integrated over the azimuthal angles as function of
the dimensionless variable ψ. Bottom panel: Azimuthal distribution for ψ=1 as function of
the dimensionless variable ξ.

(Allison et al. 2016, 2006; Agostinelli et al. 2003) for a precise calculation of
the stopping power that depends on the particle energy.

3 The Simulators

The optics transmission was obtained with a ray-tracing Monte Carlo stand-
alone code able to simulate either photons or protons. The code has already
been used for the on-ground and in-flight calibration of the BeppoSAX (Conti
et al. 1994) and Swift X-ray telescopes (Cusumano et al. 2006). It follows
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the particle from the interaction with the mirror shells up to the focal plane
taking into account the geometry of the optics, the effects of the baffle and
the absorption from the uncoated back surface of the shells.

Protons with incident angles within the field of view of the telescope reach
the focal plane after the interaction with the two mirror sections (double re-
flection). However, the focal plane can also be reached from angles out of the
field of view after a single interaction with only one of the section of the mir-
ror shells. The effect of these events is strongly limited by the presence of the
baffle, but their contribution cannot be neglected. The parameter that better
describe the optics transmission is the grasp G(ϑ,E) defined as:

G(ϑ,E) = 2π

∫ ϑmax

0

A(ϑ,E) sinϑdϑ (4)

where E is the energy, A(ϑ,E) the effective area at the incident angle ϑ and
[2π sinϑdϑ] is the differential solid angle integrated up to the maximum off-
axis angle ϑmax.

We assumed a collecting radius at the focal plane of 3.25 cm, correspondent
to 15′, and simulated protons up to ϑ = 10◦. The grasp has a maximum value
of 0.015 cm2 sr as shown in Fig. 2 where it is plotted as function of the off-axis
angles. It is independent on the proton energy because the adopted reflection
model is obtained in elastic approximation.
A further reduction of 50% was included in the effective area to take into
account the obscuration due to the gratings.
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Fig. 2 XMM-Newton optics grasp as function of the off-axis angles computed with the
ray-tracing.

The medium filter plus the electrode transmission was computed with
Monte Carlo methods using a GEANT4 code. Protons crossing the filter lose
on average 30 keV of their energy; in addition the open electrode absorbs on
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average 30 keV while the normal electrode 120 keV. In addition, the transmis-
sion efficiency accounts for the fraction of events that deposit an energy in the
range 0.2-10 keV. The plot in Fig. 3 gives the total transmission probability as
function of the input proton energy. The two peaks are due to the structure of
the MOS electrode. The peak with a maximum at ∼50 keV is due to protons
that interact in the thinner section of the open electrode, while the higher
energy peak is produced by protons impacting on the normal electrode.

The GEANT4 code is also used to obtain, for each input energy, the spec-
trum of the energies deposited in the MOS after crossing the filter and the
electrodes necessary for building the redistribution matrix (see Sect. 4).
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Fig. 3 Total transmission probability relative to the medium filter as function of the input
proton energy. It accounts for the filter, the MOS electrode together with the factor for the
fraction of events that are detected in the energy range 0.2-10 keV.

4 The MOS proton response matrix

The response matrix for the standard X-ray analysis contains the probability
that an incoming photon of energy E is detected in the output detector channel
PHA. To be used within XSPEC, the response matrix must be opportunely
written in units of cm2 according to the format required by the OGIP Calibra-
tion Memo CAL/GEN/92-0021. The MOS proton response matrix, was coded
using the same definitions and format as for photons. The matrix is composed
by two fits files:

– the ancillary response file (arf) that is an array that stores the summed
contributions of all efficiencies. In the proton case, the arf file includes

1 http://heasarc.gsfc.nasa.gov/docs/heasarc/caldb/docs/memos/cal gen 92 002/cal gen 92 002.html
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as multiplicative factors the telescope grasp, the grating obscuration fac-
tor, the medium filter and the electrodes transmission efficiency and the
probability that an absorbed proton is detected in the MOS working range
0.2-10 keV.

– the detector redistribution matrix file (rmf) that stores in a 2-d array
(energy vs PHA channel) the probability that a proton with energy Eo is
detected in the channel PHA correspondent to the energy Ed. The matrix
has 180 rows each correspondent to a proton energy in the range 10-190
keV and 256 PHA output channels uniformly distributed in the range
0.2-10 keV. All rows are normalized to one.

The redistribution matrix relative to the input proton energy of 30 keV is
shown in Fig. 4: the deposited energy with the highest probability corresponds
to the PHA channels of ∼1 keV.
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Fig. 4 Row of the redistribution matrix correspondent to the proton incident energy of 30
keV.

5 Comparison with real data

The quiescent soft proton spectrum published by Leccardi and Molendi (2008)
is considered to validate and test the matrix. It is relative to MOS blank field
observations for a total exposure of ∼600 ks and it was accumulated in the
outer 10′-12′ ring of the detector. Counts in the spectrum can be modelled
with a broken power law with a break energy at 5.0 keV, and the slopes
fixed to 0.4 below 5 keV and 0.8 above 5 keV; the normalization at 1 keV of
the MOS1 spectrum with the medium filter is 2.6×10−3±0.1×10−3 count s−1

keV−1 (Leccardi and Molendi 2008).
In order to compare this spectrum with the one obtained with our simula-

tion, a factor due to the different selection regions must be taken into account
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in addition to the transmission efficiency obtained with the simulators. In a
first approximation, this factor (0.19) is simply given by the ration between
the annulus used to accumulate the spectrum (inner radius 10′; outer radius
12′) and the region assumed in the production of the matrix (a circle with 15′

radius).
Using the proton response matrix within XSPEC and assuming a simple

power law as input spectrum, a flux of 420+234
−153 pr cm−2 s−1 keV−1 sr−1 and

a spectral index of 1.5±0.1 were obtained, where the errors are relative to
90% confidence level. Similar values of spectral index have been measured by
several authors (Mewaldt et al. 2007; Dayeh et al. 2009) during quiet intervals.

6 Critical points

This first version of a proton response matrix, even if encouraging, has several
critical points that should be addressed and solved in the future versions:

– the model adopted for the reflection must be validated by experimental
measurements. A comparison was performed with measurements performed
on one of the eROSITA shells with protons at energies of 250 keV, 500 keV
and 1 MeV and off-axis angles between 0.3◦ and 1.3◦ (Diebold et al. 2015).
The reflection model adopted in the ray-tracing reproduces the experimen-
tal results at angles ≃1◦ while overestimates the efficiency at lower angles.
In addition an energy loss up to maximum of 20% is observed at all en-
ergy and angles. More dedicated measurements should be compared with
the theoretical models in order to choose the one that better describes the
interactions

– being the optical blocking filter and the electrodes quite thin, the straggling
effects play an important role and GEANT4 precision in modelling the
transmission could not be adequate. Dedicated measurements, again, would
validate the function.

– several proton spectra, relative to magnetosphere regions and observing
periods where the input spectrum to XMM-Newton satellite is known with
acceptable precision, should be used to validate the matrix.

7 Conclusion

Results obtained with this first version of the soft proton response matrix
provide an indication that it could be a powerful tool to derive the proton
spectra in the magnetosphere regions crossed by the satellite, provided that
all critical points presented in the previous section are solved.

If this is the case, a similar method can be used to evaluate the expected
rate and spectrum due to the soft protons for any new X-ray mission with
focusing telescope as Athena, and the validation of the XMM-Newton matrix
would automatically gives credit to the predicted rates.
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